
Review mobile device data the same way you review emails — within Relativity or other 
review platforms.

QMobile is the result of an innovative collaboration between our project managers and 

forensic experts. This unique service takes a revolutionary approach, moving the analysis  

and review of mobile data directly into your normal eDiscovery process.

Challenge

Mobile devices contain a wealth of 

information that may be relevant to your 

litigation or investigation. Existing tools  

and processes for handling mobile data  

are cumbersome and challenging.

Mobile discovery made easy
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Solution: 
 

QMobile is the bridge between mobile device data and 

your review platform. The mobile data silo is removed 

and what was once an afterthought or potential burden 

becomes an asset.

Text, phone numbers and recipient information are 

extracted and standardized so searches can be performed 

across all fields with results grouped and sorted however 

the user chooses. QMobile seamlessly integrates mobile 

device data with other ESI so you can connect the dots 

and make your case.

Often mobile data is preserved and 
then set aside. When it is reviewed, 
it’s completely isolated from proven 
eDiscovery workflows and tools. REVIEW PLATFORM
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QDiscovery offers a full suite of sophisticated eDiscovery and forensic services

READY TO START?

Request a demo of QMobile  
QDiscovery.com/Request-QMobile-demo | 317.559.6708 | solutions@qdiscovery.com  

  

ANALYTICS 
We believe analytics should be used on every case and mobile  
data is no exception. With QMobile, you can apply the same  
analytics you use with email and other ESI.

QMOBILE SERVICE OFFERINGS

Mobile device collection 

Our forensic examiners use 
best practice collection tools 
and methods, so your data is 
defensible and will satisfy the 
requirements of amended  
FRE 902. 

Processing mobile data

We process mobile data to create 
load files that easily import into 
review platforms. We can host 
your mobile data or provide a 
load file.

Custom Relativity 
dashboards 

Your mobile device data becomes 
user-friendly with custom 
dashboards and views, designed 
so your reviewers can take full 
advantage of Relativity.

QMOBILE 
CAPABILITIES 

 — Message threading

 — Conversation view with  
in-line attachments

 — Visualizations by 
conversation, date, etc.

 — Parent/child  
relationships are 
maintained 

 — Filters to recognize 
patterns between 
participants, message 
types and topics 

 — Responsive to  
Relativity Analytics

Choose the level of service your project requires.

QMobile allows legal teams to review, analyze and produce mobile data using tools and workflows 
comparable to what you already use to manage email reviews.
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